New Children’s Hospital Youth Panel
Minutes of Meeting on 22nd September 2009
Present:

Joeh McSherry
Lizzie Imrie
Jaccckie Logan
Tari Robertson
Andy Williams
Alison Cloudsley
Lisa Kerr
Sarah Brady
Kate Munro

Apologies:

Hazel Lawson
Daniel Connelly
Maria Hubbert

1. Reporting Back on Canada

Agreed that we will work together on a multi-media presentation about our trip and what we
learned about the hospitals. Kate will write out to everyone with some questions to get things
started. Tari will help to collate the answers and produce a draft presentation for everyone to
look at.
Please send any pictures you would like in the presentation to Kate.
2. Film of our Study Trip to Canada

Joeh and Jackie have started working on the film. There is about 41/2 hours of footage and
272 pictures. These have been sorted into folders and the first edit is underway. Joeh
reported that he had reduced a 20 minute section of film into 10 seconds of usable footage!
The first edit will be ready by the end of October when it will be passed to Enterprise Screen.
Joeh has made a short “unofficial” film of the trip which he showed to the meeting.
Everyone thought it was great. Joeh will send an MPEG to Kate for her to send out to the
group.
3. What do we do next?

Kate reported that the contractor for the New Children’s Hospital will be appointed in
November. After that there will be a very busy 6-9 months work with the architects and
designers to agree the plans for the new buildings. Kate reported that she would be inviting 4
teenagers to join the Panel to help with this work. These were all people who had taken part
in workshops and surveys with us.
It was confirmed that Joeh would continue to represent the Youth Panel on the Stakeholder
Reference Group and that Jaccckie and Andy would be our reps on the Community
Engagement Advisory Group for the adult hospital. As everyone is busy and have lots of
other commitments with work, college etc it is not always possible to go to NHS meetings.
Agreed that if the named representative couldn’t attend then they would let Kate know and
she would arrange for someone else from the Panel to attend. That way we can make sure
that there is always someone at meetings to represent the views of young people.
4.

Date of the Next Meeting

Meeting on Infection Control (all welcome)

22nd Oct 10–1, Conference Room, QMH

Community Engagement Advisory Panel
(all welcome)

5th Nov 2–4, Conference Room, QMH

Community Engagement Advisory Group
(Andy and Jaccckie)

10th Nov 11-3, Visit to Golden Jubilee

Stakeholder Reference Group (Joeh)

26th Nov 10.30 – 1, Hillington

